
The Growing 
Importance of the 
Customer Support 
Experience

How B2B customer support leaders can meet 

the increasing pressure to improve retention, 

streamline support operations, and enhance 

the overall support experience.

The Rise of SX: Part 1
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The Rise of SX


We live in the everything-as-a-service economy. 
From transportation and machinery to healthcare 
and, of course, software, B2B subscription business 
models bring predictability to providers and 
simplicity to buyers. In fact,  see 
subscription models as key to their future growth.


But, when service becomes your business, retention
becomes critical to growth. Research shows that a 

because repeat customers are likely to spend more 
without requiring you to do more. For high-growth 
companies, retention is as important as new 
customer acquisition. But retention is hard because 
nearly all of your customers, 96% to be exact,  

 if they are to 
remain customers.

70% of companies

5% increase in retention can increase profits by 25%

expect better and better service
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The new math of
business growth
depends on customer
service and support.

70% 
of companies see
subscription models as
key to future growth


96% 
of customers
expect better and
better service

https://www.globalbankingandfinance.com/how-to-make-money-from-membership-economics/
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/importance-customer-service
http://info.microsoft.com/rs/157-GQE-382/images/EN-CNTNT-Report-DynService-2017-global-state-customer-service-en-au.pdf


The customer service and support experience, or 
“SX,” is every touchpoint a customer encounters  
as they seek to resolve an issue. Resolution speed  
is of obvious importance, but so is a satisfactory 
resolution, intuitive process, and frustration-free 
interaction. Too many companies neglect their SX, 
however, 

 and leaving unprepared support teams 
overwhelmed, without the proper resources and 
information, and guided by the wrong metrics.



relying on “product-led growth” to fuel 
their success

This eBook series puts you on the fast track to 
developing a world-class SX. 


Part 1, this eBook, justifies your need to take 
a proactive approach to SX. 


Part 2 shows how you can build an SX 
strategy to power both retention and growth. 


Part 3 details how you can start revitalizing 
your SX in under one month.

This eBook  
is for You


Customer support is 
everyone’s responsibility. 
But it’s up to customer 
support leaders to make 
sure your organization is 
equipped to deliver a stellar 
support experience (SX). 
This eBook is for those 
leaders driving customer 
support and success. It’s for 
every executive charged 
with growing revenue and 
improving customer 
retention. And, it’s for 
product and engineering 
decision-makers who want 
to head off support issues 
before they happen.
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https://www.supportlogic.io/why-proactive-support-drives-product-led-growth-and-how-to-deliver-it/
https://www.supportlogic.io/why-proactive-support-drives-product-led-growth-and-how-to-deliver-it/


Everything-as-a-Service Growth


Over the past decade, 
this “subscription 
economy” has grown 
more than 435% while 
outperforming the 
revenue growth of 
traditional businesses 

.by 500-800%

Pandemic-induced remote work 
dramatically accelerated this shift. 
Businesses continue to pour capital 
into cloud-based services and  
other XaaS options, with Gartner 
predicting some segments will  

. grow by 70% in 2021 alone
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38% 
annual growth of XaaS


435% 
growth of subscription 
economy over the  
past decade


The subscription economy 
has outperformed the 
revenue growth of 
traditional business by 

500-800%


70% 
predicted growth of 
some XaaS segments  
in 2021 alone

The shift to an everything-as-a-
service (XaaS) economy has been 
underway for years. A few years ago 
it was already . growing 38% annually

+435%
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https://www.zuora.com/resource/subscription-economy-index/
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-04-21-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-public-cloud-end-user-spending-to-grow-23-percent-in-2021
https://nutanix.medium.com/the-rise-of-anything-as-a-service-xaas-the-new-hulk-of-cloud-computing-5eca37c2ff02


Your prospects for growth are impressive, but those 
customers want more, especially when unforeseen 
issues happen. According to a , 
80% of customers say your support experience  
is as important as your product. Two-thirds  
expect you to understand their needs. More than  
60% measure your SX against the best SX they’ve 
experienced, even their B2C experiences. 


Now it all collides. More customers are demanding 
your as-a-service solutions. Those customers are 
also relying on you to provide an exceptional SX. 
Back to the new math of revenue growth, it is bound 
by your ability to resolve support issues efficiently, 
effectively, and quickly. 

Salesforce survey

Those who 
deliver on 
SX will win.
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80% 
of customers say  
support experience  
is as important as 
product


66% 
of customers expect  
you to understand  
their needs


OVER 
60% 
of customers  
measure your SX  
against the best SX 
they’ve experienced

https://www.salesforce.com/resources/articles/customer-expectations/


Barriers to Exceptional SX


XaaS growth is compelling, customers expect 
more, and your traditional approach to SX simply 
can’t meet the demands of both. 


The conventional view of SX is as a cost center, so  
it’s been structured to do the job with few resources, 
at the lowest cost, and with much of the focus on 
efficiency gains. Operationally, support teams then 
fall back to firefighting mode, aiming scant resources 
at the biggest customers or biggest issues. 


Deploying advanced solutions is delayed again and 
again over cost concerns, so knowledge stays siloed, 
inefficiencies are entrenched, and a strategic view  
is rarely taken. When improvements are discussed, 
efficiency and speed metrics tend to outshine 
revenue, retention, and experience measures and 
leaders fall back on customer surveys to gauge 
satisfaction.   


By continuing to view SX as a cost 
center, you’re missing out on the 
valuable growth, retention, and 
differentiation benefits. You’re also 
missing out on significant reductions 
in customer churn, case resolution 
times, customer escalations, and 
overall support expenses. 
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Significant Challenges 
Persist Today

Firefighting


Tribal Knowledge


Reliance on Surveys


Cost Center Perception


Wrong Metrics



Transforming SX for Growth


SX is critical to every subscription-based company.  
For cloud-based software solution providers, the 
stakes are even higher. IDC predicts that 

 will be purchased on 
subscription by 2022. That’s not some far-off date;  
it’s now. Continuing your reactive approach to SX will 
limit your growth. More likely is that it already has.


Transforming SX takes more than just optimizing your 
support process, although it takes that, too. Signals 
from support emails and chats must be integrated with 
customer, sales, product, contract, service level 
agreement (SLA), and other data for a complete view  
of the SX. That data must be intelligently analyzed in 
real-time to identify churn risk, predict and prevent 
escalations, prioritize and assign cases, and generate 
alerts and early warnings to signal managers and 
executives. Agents, frontline workers, and others must 
be adequately trained and coached.   


more than 
half of all software revenue

It sounds daunting, but it’s not.  
You can drastically transform your 
SX in just one month. The first  
step is understanding what you’re 
doing today and where you want  
to be tomorrow.

Benefits of Taking  
a Strategic  
Approach to SX

25% 
reduction in  
customer churn


40% 
reduction in  
customer escalations


60% 
reduction in  
case review time


25% 
reduction in  
mean time to  
resolution


35% 
reduction in  
operational  
expenses
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https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/13/software-subscriptions-are-eating-the-world-solving-billing-and-cash-flow-woes-simultaneously/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/13/software-subscriptions-are-eating-the-world-solving-billing-and-cash-flow-woes-simultaneously/


Evaluating Your Current SX


Your SX defines your ability to retain customers and 
drive growth. Transforming SX requires a new 
support approach, a new strategy, and a new set of 
tools. You may already have some of these in place.  
A maturity model enables you to assess the current 
state of your SX and then develop a plan for 
advancing through the subsequent stages of maturity.

You can further assess your SX maturity by answering 
the following yes/no questions. Companies with  
an immature SX will answer no to most questions, 
while those with a more mature SX will answer  
yes to most or all.

This simplified model 
provides a high-level 
assessment guide to gauge 
your own SX from a low 
maturity, bootstrapped 
stage through a peak 
maturity, visionary stage. 

Upon assessing the maturity 
of your SX, at which stage 
do you find your company?


Where would you like to be?


How soon do you want to 
advance through each 
subsequent stage? 


Do you have the support to 
get there?
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Maturity Assessment Question


We perform VoC surveys.


We capture customer sentiment.


We use inside and outside calls for quality control.


We intelligently redirect customers to self-service support channels.


We analyze sentiment trends.


We attach support case emails to our CRM.


We share support data with other departments.





Yes / No


Yes / No


Yes / No


Yes / No


Yes / No


Yes / No


Yes / No

Bootstrapped

Currently in firefighting 
mode, doing whatever 
we can to keep 
customers happy.


Structured	

Repeatable processes 
are in place, but not 
optimized for growth 
or value.	

Managed

Comprehensive 
approach in place with 
advanced insights 
guiding strategy.	


Holistic	

Collaborative 
customer experience 
with demonstrated 
revenue impact.


Visionary

Continuous innovation, 
working jointly with 
customers, and using 
AI-driven insights.




About SupportLogic


SupportLogic delivers the world's first support experience (SX) platform that 
enables companies to proactively understand and act on the voice of the customer 
to build healthy relationships and maximize customer lifetime value. SupportLogic 
SX uses AI to extract and analyze customer sentiment signals from both structured 
and unstructured data and provides recommendations and collaborative workflows. 
SupportLogic is helping global enterprises like Databricks, Qlik, Nutanix, Rubrik, and 
Snowflake to prevent customer escalations, reduce churn and elevate the customer 
support experience. To learn more, visit supportlogic.com. 

Now, all you need to do is keep 
moving forward. In part 2 of 
this ebook series, you’ll learn 
how you can build a customized 
SX strategy to power both 
retention and growth.

Download The Rise of SX: Part 2  
to continue your SX revolution

Prepare for Your SX Revolution


In today’s XaaS economy, SX is critical to retaining customers and 
growing your business. The facts presented above simply scratch the 
surface, but the point is clear: there is ample business justification  
to revolutionize your approach to SX. 

https://learn.supportlogic.io/RiseofSX2

